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We recall the notion of the generalized Grzegorczyk hierarchy and we discuss 
some problems connected with its initial classes, We establish equalities between 
initial generalized Grzegorczyk classes and some Turing machine complexity classes 
such as d and d * LINSPACE. Using the means of Grzegorczyk classes we prove a 
certain hierarchy theorem for the class .?P*LINSPACE. Stack Turing machines are 
introduced for better description of low complexity classes. ’ 1987 Acddemlc Prra. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The generalized Grzegorczyk hierarchy (Henke, Indermark, and 
Weihrauch, 1972) is an analog of the regular Grzegorczyk hierarchy 
(Grzegorczyk, 1953) for functions over words. Some facts and also dif- 
ficulties are common to both these hierarchies. Henke et al. (1972) showed 
that d’(C,),, the third class in the generalized Grzegorczyk hierarchy, 
coincides with the class 9 restricted to the relations over the alphabet C, 
containing exactly k symbols. We present similar characterizations of 
B’(Z,), and #‘(C,),. The first one of these classes is the class of relations 
recognizable by Turing machines in polynomial time and simultaneously in 
linear space. Perhaps this class is a good candidate for the class of prac- 
tically computable functions, even better than the famous class 9. Some 
other important classes as . I .B and probabilistic polynomial time classes 
can be defined in terms of the generalized Grzegorczyk hierarchy. Despite 
the formal similarity the generalized Grzegorczyk hierarchy and the regular 
one describe completely different classes. For instance, the class 8: from 
the Grzegorczyk hierarchy coincides with the class LINSPACE 
(Ritchie, 1963). However, since the most important problems for both 
hierarchies remain open so there is a chance that by solving problems in 
one case we can better understand the second one. The problem for the 
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regular hierarchy which resists many efforts is whether LINSPACE coin- 
cides with the class of rudimentary relations, or in a weaker version, 
whether &?i = 8:. There are several results on this topic (among others 
Bel’tyukov, 1979; Gandy, 1984; Kutylowski, 1984; Paris and Wilkie, 1985; 
Kutylowski and Lorys, 1987) but no one solves the problem. In the case of 
the generalized Grzegorczyk hierarchy the corresponding problem whether 
ho&)* Lz ew* @ &‘(&A* 
is also unsolved. The problem seems to be not only very difficult but also 
important. If, for instance, the first two classes are equal then each problem 
from 9 * LINSPACE can be solved in polynomial time by so called stack 
Turing machine (STM) in a space occupied by the input (without a change 
of alphabet!). The emerging notion of STM corresponds to the notion of 
Bel’tyukov machines, which was used for a description of the classes 
smaller than LINSPACE. The main result of this paper is that b’(Z,), = 
cf’(C,), (k b 2) provided that for some 12 2 the class &‘(Z,+ ,) contains the 
same functions over the alphabet .Z, as &‘“(Z,). Let us note that 
&‘(Z,), c b’(C,), (Kutylowski, 1985) but it is still unknown whether 
there is a function in d”(C,),\B2(Z,), over the alphabet 2,. 
Let us finish this section with more genera1 remarks. Since most of the 
results in computational complexity have been obtained by simulation 
techniques and since these techniques are difficult to use in the case of tight 
hierarchies, then there is a need for introducing more subtle methods. One 
of such proposals is to express problems in the terms of recursion theory. 
Theorem 2.4 (and Theorem 5.6 as well) is an example of a theorem which 
would be difficult to prove using only notions of machine complexity. Also, 
there are results which cannot be expressed in the classical complexity 
language (Theorem 4.3). As a side effect we obtain further motivations for 
studying low levels of different hierarchies, even if they do not match 
exactly Turing machine classes. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper Zk denotes an alphabet containing exactly k 
characters, namely Zk = { 1, 2,..., k). Also let A, denote the n th Ackermann 
function, for our purposes it suffices to let A,(x, y)=x+ 1, A,(x, y)= 
x + y, AZ(x, y) = .x. y. For two words II, v let u A v denote their con- 
catenation. Let E denote the empty word and 1 u 1 the length of a word u. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (i) Let S, be the ith successor function, i.e., 
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S,(w) = w A i. Let 7r;(w ,,..., w,,) = w, for I< n. Let P(ua) = u for each charac- 
ter CI and P(c) = E. Put 
Max(u, v) = : if lul>lvl 
otherwise. 
If ir is a string of words u,, u?,..., II,,, then by Max(ii) we understand 
Max(u,, Max(u, ,..., Max(u,,+,, u,,)... )). Let GA,,(w, v) be equal to the 
word w followed by a string of l’s long enough so that the length of the 
resulting word is A ,,( 1 w 1, 1 v / ). 
(ii) A function,f‘is obtained from functions g, h, I via bounded word 
recursion (b.w.r.) if the following holds for all tit, u: 
f(ii, ui) = h(ii, ui,,f(%, u)) for each character i, (2.1) 
I,f(~,u)l<l4~t)l. 
(iii) A function .j’ is obtained by composition from functions g, h, ,..., 
h,, if,f(ir) =g(k,(G), IzJtit) ,..., h,,(ti)) for all 6. 
(iv) The generalized Grzegorczyk class &‘(Z,) is the least class of 
functions over Z: which contains so called initial functions: 
P, S, for id k, 7~; forldn, Max and GA, 
and is closed under composition and b.w.r. schema. 
(v) If F is a class of functions over words then F, = 
{,f’e F: rng(,f) c [c, 1 ) ). For ,f~ F, we identify .f with the relation 
jG:,f(%)=c). 
Note that in the original definition of &‘(,E,) there is no Max between 
the initial functions. We change this to make the exposition of the material 
more clear. Anyway, for t b 1 both definitions lead to the same classes. Also 
b”(Xk)* is the same no matter which definition we apply. 
Clearly for any k we have the picture So(&) SZ &‘(Z,) e 
&‘(Z,) @ . .. (see Henke et al., 1972). By repeating the arguments working 
in the case of the regular Grzegorczyk hierarchy we can prove that for t z 2 
we have &‘(Ck), @ &‘+ ‘(Ck)*. In this paper we focus our attention on the 
problem whether 
DEFINITION 2.2. (i) If ,f is a function over C: and 1~ k then by f r Zk 
we denote the function ,f restricted to the arguments from Z:. 
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(ii) If F is a class of functions over CT and I > k then 
F p.Z,= {frc,:f~Fandrng(fr~,)cC,*}. 
THEOREM 2.3. (i) Let 1~ k<l and i3 1. Then 
#(‘?I,) = ai(&) r z:,. 
(ii) For k> 1, 
awn)* = u (TV-,) r we3 
i.e., each 6’ (Z,), relation can be defined within some &‘(Z,), where n 2 k. 
Sketch of the ProoJ: (ii) ( c ) Similarly for the Grzegorczyk classes if 
fog’ then there is a number t E N such that during the computation of 
f(w) only words of the length not greater than t. j Max(w)1 are used. Each 
such word can be coded by a word of the length not greater than 1 Max(w)1 
over some sufficiently large alphabet. It can be done for instance by 
dividing words into blocks of the length t (except the last block, which may 
be shorter). Each block can be replaced by one character from some large 
alphabet. We can easily simulate the computation off using such designed 
codes. 
( 3 ) We must do an exactly reverse translation, each character is to be 
replaced by some string over C,. We can fix length of such strings. During 
such a translation the length of a translated word grows linearly. As 
previously, we can simulate on translations the construction of the desired 
function. 
(i) The proof of the inclusion 8(X,) r L’, s ai uses exactly the same 
translation techniques and the fact that the translations can be computed 
within #(L’,). 1 
THEOREM 2.4. v 6’(2I,), = (&‘“(Z,+ I) r Z:,), for some k>2 then 
b”(Zk),=&‘(Zk)~.or all k>,2. 
The proof of this theorem requires a couple of technical lemmas so the 
proof is postponed to the next section. 
3. AN AUXILIARY Y HIERARCHY 
We define a hierarchy of functions over non-negative integers, Recall that 
if XE N and I = C:=o a,ki, where 0 <a,< k for each i, then the word 
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aDal’ . . a, is called the k-adic representation of x and I x lk stands for the 
length of this word. For a real number x let [x] denote the integer part 
of x. 
DEFINITION 3.1. (i) Z-bounded recursion (Y-b.r.) is the following 
schema: 
a function f is obtained from functions g, h, and 1 by d;P-b.r. if there is a 
function q5 such that the following holds for all x’, y: 
WY 0) = d-4, 
d($ y + 1) = h(x’, Y, $(x’, Y )), 
(Lw, y) G 4-f), 
f(x’)=Kc IXllJ. 
(3.1) 
(ii) Y’ is the least class of functions which contains the following 
functions: 
x + 1, [x/2], min(2. x, y), r$! fork 6 n, 
I.YI,, s I .I-( =max(O, .X-J*)), A, 
and is closed under composition and Y-b.r. schema. 
LEMMA 3.2. The following functions belong to 2’: 
[x/y], min(x+y,z), min(x.y,z), and lxlk for k32. 
Sketch of the Proof: Throughout the proof we identify numbers with 
their dyadic representations. 
Instead of precise definitions we only indicate which functions should be 
defined and in which order: 
Subword(x, i) is a number obtained by erasing i 
right-side digits of x5 
Digit(x, i) is the ith from the right-side digit of x, 
Concat(x, y, z) = min(x A y, z), 
LAdd(y, i,j)=min(i+j, I yl,), 
RSubword(x, i) is the number consisting of the first i 
right-side digits of x. 
Next we must proceed with the algorithms of adding, multiplying, and 
dividing numbers in their dyadic representations. These algorithms differ 
inessentially from the algorithms for decimal representations. Note that in 
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practice the number of steps needed to add two numbers using paper and 
pencil is proportional to their decimal length, so indeed T-b.r. schema can 
be applied. 1 
For technical reasons we introduce slightly different versions of the 2 
hierarchy (in fact we show that they are the same). 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let m > 2. Then 5Pm) is the smallest class of functions 
containing the functions: x + 1, [x/m], min(m *x, v), rr; for k < n, [xl,, 
x I y and A, which is closed under composition and P”‘-b.r. schema, 
where Y’““-b.r. schema is defined as T-b.r. schema except the last 
condition in (3.1) which is replaced by f(Y) = d(?r, 1 x, I,?,). 
LEMMA 3.4. LP”” = 9” for each m > 2. 
Lemma 3.4 immediately follows from Lemma 3.2 and its analog for the 
class dLP(m)o. In particular the Y ‘m)-b.r. schema can be replaced by the 
.Y-br. schema. It follows from the fact that the function (xl,,, belongs 
to 6p”. 
DEFINITION 3.5. (i) Let $k(x) denote the k-adic representation of a 
number x. Clearly 
(ii) If f is a function over N then by ul,( f) we denote a function over 
Z,* defined by the following equality 
LEMMA 3.6. YU;(T’) = ~“(L’,) and !Pi(Y2) = d’(Z,) for k 3 2. 
Proof: If suffices to show that !Pl(Y@)‘) = &‘(Z:,) and Yl(.@)‘) = 
ai( But it can be proved by induction on the complexity of functions in 
a straightforward way. 1 
We repeat for the 55’ hierarchy a construction which was used for the 
Grzegorczyk classes (see Kutylowski and LoryS, 1987). 
DEFINITION 3.7. By dip r we denote the least class of functions which 
contains the following functions: min(x + 1, z), min( [x/2], z), min(x .2, 
y, z), min(rr;(x’), z) for k < n, min(l x12, z), min(x A y, z) and is closed 
under composition (i.e., if g, h, ,..., h, E 5Y r then also f E 9 r where f (2, z) = 
g(h,(.k z),..., h,(.?, z), z)) and the following recursion schema: 
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f is obtained from g and h iff there is a function 4 such that 
4% 0, z) = g(K z), 
m Y + 1, z) = w, Y, w, Y), z), 
(3.2) 
4(-k y, z) d z, 
f(% z)=d(k min(lx, I*, z), z). 
Exactly as for the Grzegorczyk classes we can prove the following 
(cf. Kutylowski 1984a): 
FACT 3.8. Iffy 9* then there are f r E Y 1 and k E N such that f(k) = 
fr(k, z) for any z > (max(2) + 2)k. 
If fe 2’ then there are f r E dip r and k E N such that f(k) =f r(& Z) for 
any z B (max(k) + 1). k. 
IffE 9’ then there arefr E 9 r and k, ie N such that f(5) =fr(?, Z) for 
any z>xi+k. 
Now we prepare tools for the proof of Theorem 2.4. Let HIP be the 
following assertion: 
“There is E >O such that if j”~ 6p r and rng(f) c (0, 1) then there are 
g E Y 1, a function q and a constant c, such that 
(i) Vk, s (k<s*S(k, ~](~))=g(k, c.s)), (3.3) 
(ii) r](s) > s ’ + ’ for almost all s.” 
LEMMA 3.9. HIP 3 5! !+ = 9:. 
ProoJ: By a simple induction we can prove that for each integer m if 
f~ dp r and rng(f) G (0, 1 > then there are a function g E 2 r, a function qrn 
and a constant c such that r],,(s) > s ” +‘)-“’ for almost all s and (3.3) holds 
if we replace 9 by v],,,. 
Let R E 2: and f be the characteristic function of R. By Fact 3.8 we 
have j(k) =fr(%, z) for all z 3 (max(a) + 2)“. We can find m such that for 
almost all s we have q,Js) ask. Let s= max(%) + 2. Then R(k) iff 
fr(j;, )I,,&))) = 0, for almost all k. So there is ge 9 f such that R(k) iff 
g(k, c. s) = 0. Evidently JZ’r c Y”, hence g E 9’ and so the function 
g(k, c. max(k)) belongs to 55”. It follows that R belongs to 2;. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. We show that if the assumptions of the theorem 
hold then HIP holds, too. Let fe 6pr be a function such that 
rng(f) g (0, 1 }. For the sake of simplicity we assume that fis a function of 
three arguments: x,, x2, z. Let z>max(x,, x2). 
Let y = d(x) if and only if the k-adic representation of x is the same as 
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(k + l)-adic representation of y. Let 4-‘(y) = x if 4(x) =y. In the case 
when such an x does not exist we put 4 ~‘( y) = 0. Note that 4-i E 9’. Let 
(b(z) = z’. 
Let f’ be a function such that f’(~,,y,,s)=f(~-‘(y,), d-‘(yZ),s). 
Clearlyf’ E 2’. Clearly Yk+ ,(f’) is a function over C,*+ i with values E, 1, 
so Yk+ ,(f’) E b”(Ck + ,)* by Lemma 3.6. By the assumption of 
Theorem 2.4 there is f2~Fo(Ck) such that ul,, i(f’)l’Zk =f2. Hence 
(important moment, read it carefully!): 
fb,, -x2,17' )=O*f'(d(x,)3 4(X,)> d(z))=0 
- y~+,(f')(lC/k+,(~(X1)), $/c+l(mz)L +k+l(4(z)))=E 
o ul,, I(f')($k(XI)9 Il/k(X,), $k(Z)) = E 
42wk(x1 19 Iclk(X2h Iclk(Z)) = -5. 
So f(xi, x2, 2’) = Yk ‘(f’)(x,, x2, z). By Lemma 3.6 the function YF’(~ 2, 
belongs to 9’ so by Fact 3.8 there are a function g E 9 l’ and a constant 
CE N such that f(x,, x2, z’)=g(xl, x2, c.2). 
To finish the proof it suffices to show that for some E > 0 is d(x) > x1 +’ 
for almost all x. Then the theorem would follow by Lemmas 3.9 and 3.6. 
Let 5 > 0 be such that k ’ + 5 6 k + 1. Let now x be an arbitrary number 




So if ((k/(k- l))(kP- l))l+’ 6 ((k + l)P - 1 )/k for almost all p then 
x’ +’ < i(x) for almost all x. 
Let s=t/2. For almost all p, ((2k2/(k-1)).kP)‘+“<(kP)‘+5. (To see 
this recall that k is a constant). So ((2k2/(k- l)).kp)l+c<(k’+“)p< 
(k+ l)P, hence ((k/(k- l)).kP)‘+‘<(k+ 1)P/2k and so ((k/(k- 1)). 
(kP- l))‘+‘< ((k+ l)“- 1)/k. 1 
4. MORE ABOUT THE 2' HIERARCHY 
As we have seen in the previous section, the question whether 2: = 58: 
is equivalent to the problem whether dO(C,), = b’(Zk), for any k > 2. By 
applying the same proof as for Grzegorczyk hierarchy (Bel’tyukov, 1979) 
one can show that: 
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So the problem which is to be solved is whether 2: = 2:. Almost all 
results from Bel’tyukov (1979), Gandy (1984), and Kutylowski (1984a) can 
be reproved for the 9 hierarchy. However, for the 9 hierarchy the 
Bel’tyukov Theorem can be improved. On the other hand it is still not a 
theorem which we would like to have (i.e., 2: = 2: or at least 
3: = 9;). 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let 3 ‘I* be the smallest class of functions over N 
which contains the initial functions of 9’ and the function 
x+ cxllxl2l 
and is closed under composition and Y’-b.r. schema. 
THEOREM 4.3. Lo, = T’y’. 
Proof: We follow the main ideas from Bel’tyukov (1979) and 
Kutylowski (1984b), actually, we simplify the arguments from 
Kutylowski (1984b). 
Let b 3 1 be an integer. Let B(b) = b + [b/[b12]. We represent each 
number x6 B(b) by two numbers: L(x, b)=min(b, x), R(x, b) = 
min(x - b, [b/[b],]). Clearly if x < B(b) then x = L(x, 6) + R(x, 6). The 
idea is to represent functions in a similar way. 
Claim. Zf f E 2 1 then there are functions fL, fR E 3’ such that for all 
2 < B(b) the following holds: for A = L, R: 
A(f(% B(b)), b) =f,(L(-% b), RG, b), b). 
Proof of the Claim. The proof is by induction on the complexity off: 
Clearly for the initial functions of 2 r the Claim is true. If f is obtained by 
composition, say f (2, z) = g(h,(K, z),..., h,(R, z), z) then for A = L, R we put 
fd.?, b)=g,(h,,(k b),-3 h,,(.k b), h,(j, b),..., h,,(j, b), b). Now let us 
consider the recursion schema. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that the recursion schema has the following form: 
w, 0, z) = g(.j;-, z), 
&k, y + 1, z) = 4% y, CL% y, =), z), 
&.k y, z) G z, 
f(Z,z)=f$(k,min(Ix,I,,z) 12,~). 
(4.1) 
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It is impossible to define fL and fR in a straightforward way because it 
would force us to use some kind of simultaneous recursion. To avoid this 
we simulate the computation given by schema (4.1) using at each step of 
the recursion codes which are defined below. The idea is that if we compute 
~(k,y,B(b))fromy=OuptoIx,I,-2thenweuseatmostIx,),- ldif- 
ferent values of 4. Note that IxJ2 L l<IB(b)l, - 1<lb12. So if we 
divide the interval [0, B(b)] into I b I2 + 1 pieces then at least one piece 
contain no one of the values $(k, 0, B(b)),..., +h(.?;-, (x1 I2 - 2, B(b)). Let for 
m< lblz L 1, Ii= Cm. Cb/lblJ, (m+ 1). [b/lb121) and I&*= Clb12. 
[b/lb iz], B(b)]. Clearly [0, f?(b)] = lJ\?z, I”, the intervals 1: and Zf are dis- 
joint for i #j and each of the intervals 1; has the length at least [b/lb 12]. 
One can easily construct a function CE 3” such that for each 
.Y E [0, B( h I] \I;’ the function C( ., ., b, m ) replaces the codes L(.u, b), 
R(s, b) by one code which is a number no greater than 6. More precisely: 
(i) Ct., . . h,m):~xFV+[O,b+l], 
(ii) if for some XE [0, B(b)]\lfi, we have X, =L(x, b) and 
s2 = R(x, b) then C(X,, x,, b, m) < b, if such an x does not exist then 
C(s,.x,, b,nz)=b+ 1, 
(iii) let A+” , .Y”’ E [0, B(b)]\/:,, x”’ #.x(‘) and XI” = L(x’“, b), x:” = 
R(.u”‘, b) for i = 1, 2, then C(x\“, xii’, b, m) # C(.X\~‘, .x$~‘, b, m). 
Let LC and RC be the functions inverse to C. More precisely, LC(b + 1, 
b,tn)=RC(h+l,h,m)=b+1 andifx<band.uErng(C(., ., b,m))then 
C(LC(.u, b, m), RC(x, b, m), h, m) =x. Now we are ready to define the 
functions ,f[. , fx. 
We define a function IP* which simulates 4 on the codes defined above. 
Let 
$*(-tl, 6, 0, b, m) = C(g,(x’, , 4, b), g,(i, , x’,, b), b, m), 
cb*(x’,,&,y+l,b,m)= 
b+l if qS*(i,,&,y,b,m)=b+l 
C(u,, uR, b, m) otherwise, 
where for A = L, R 
uA = hAti,, y, LC(b*(x’,, i,, y, b, m), b, m), x’,, 0, 
RC(d*(~,, G, Y, 6, ml, b, ml, b). 
Clearly 4*(-Y,, .u’,, JJ, 6, m) d b + 1 so #* E 3’. If we consider x’< B(b) then, 
as we have noticed, there is m < I b I 2 such that 
It, n {C, 0, B(b)),..., W, I x1 I2 - 2, B(b))) = 0. 
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It simply says that the function d*( ., ., ., b, m) can be used to determine 
f(& B(b)), namely, it is straightforward that 4*(L(x’, b), R(& b), y, b, m) = 
C(L(u, b), R(u, b), b, m), where u =I$(?, y, B(b)), for y6 Ix, I2 - 2. We 
define a function Omit which determines which m is to be used: let t be the 
length of x’ and let v’be the sequence ur, Q,..., ul,, then 
In other words, Omit(& 6) is the least number m such that d*(u’, ., 6, m) 
really represents the function 4 up to 1 vr + a,, , I2 2 2. Of course 
/:;z 
o,+ i 1 2 can be computed within 9’. Note that if 6 represents x’ then 
u,+r12 represents Ix,12. Let now f*(C,b)=q+*(C, Iu,+v,+,12 L 2, 
b, Omit(6, b)). We put 
fL(i), b) = LC(f*(b, b), b, Omit(v’, b)), 
fR(V: 6) = RC(f*(G, b), b, Omit(6, 6)). 
The reader can easily verify that the defined functions have the properties 
stated in the claim. 1 
Now we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 4.3. Let WE -4”:’ andf 
be the characteristic function of W. Let k E N be the smallest number such 
that there are a function f r E 9 r and numbers i and c such that f(k) = 
fr(x’, z) for all z 2 @“‘(xi + c) where 
B’k’=B o B o . . . o  B. 
k times 
If k = 0 then there is nothing to do since 9 f c .Y”. So let k b 1. Let 
b>B’k-l)(xi+c). W e use the claim to find functions frL, frR E 9’ such 
that 
Ufr(J, B(b)), b) =frJLG b), N.2, b), b), 
R(f’r(.C B(b)), b)=fr,(W, b), R(.k b), b). 
Of course fr(x’, B(b)) = 0 iff frJL(& b), R(x’, b), b) = 0 SO 
f(Z) =SrL(L(Z, b), R(i b), b). Let ge 56” be a function such that 
g(L b) =frL(L(T, b), R(i, b), b). Now it suffices to modify g slightly. By 
Fact 3.8 there are a function g’ E Y r and a constant c’ such that g($ b) = 
g’(.a?, b, b + c’). Let g” E 9 r be a function such that g”(Z, U) = 
g’(?, u 2 c’, u). Then f(Z) = g($ u A c’) =g”(i, U) for any u 2 b + c’. The 
same holds for any ~3 Btkp “(xi+ c+ c’) since B(k-e’)(xj+ c + c’) > 
BCk ~ ‘)(x, + c) + c’ = b + c’. This contradicts the assumption about k. 1 
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5. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN GENERALIZED GRZEGORCZYK CLASSES 
AND Low COMPLEXITY CLASSES 
Let us recall the standard notation: 9 is the class of functions com- 
putable by Turing machines in polynomial time, LINSPACE is the class of 
functions computable by Turing machines in a space proportional to the 
length of the input. Observe that we do not consider 9, LINSPACE as 
classes of relations, the corresponding classes of relations will be denoted 
by Yp* , LINSPACE,. Let us recall the theorem from (Henke et al., 1972): 
THEOREM 5.1. For each k > 2 is &‘(Z,) = $9 PC,. 
Using the technique of simulation we obtain the next result of this type. 
Let us recall a standard notation: for two Turing machine complexity 
classes E and F by E * F we mean a class of functions computable by 
algorithms which indicate that a given function is in both of E and F. For 
instance d * LINSPACE is the class of functions computable by 
algorithms operating in polynomial time and linear space simultaneously. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let k 2 2. Then 8’(Z,) = (9 * LINSPACE) 12,. 
Since the proof is only tedious but not introducing new ideas we omit 
it. We focus our attention on a more complicated characterization of the 
class &O(C,). We consider small space complexity classes, for them the 
regular Turing machines are, as we feel, not adequate. So we modify 
them, we make them in some sense similar to Bel’tyukov machines 
(Bel’tyukov, 1979). 
DEFINITION 5.3. A stack Turing machine (STM) is an ordinary mul- 
titape Turing machine such that: 
(i) Each tape is a one-way tape. 
(ii) Each two heads can recognize whether they stand at the same 
cell (counting from the leftmost cell). 
(iii) At each moment only one tape is active. If t, is active then the 
tapes tk + 1, tk + 2- are empty and the heads on these tapes are at the 
leftmost cells. If t, is active then the machine in one step can: 
(1) copy t, and the position of the head from t, to tk- i. 
Simultaneously the content of t, is erased, the head of tk is 
shifted to the leftmost cell and tkp i becomes active. 
(2) make tk-, active with simultaneous erasing t, and shifting its 
head, 
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(3) make a usual Turing machine step with the restriction that 
only the content of t, can be changed. During this step tk+ , 
may become active. 
(iv) Arguments of a function are loaded to the initial tapes t,, tZ,..., 
(we call them data tapes), each argument on a separate tape. During a 
work of STM each tape contains some word (which may be empty). 
We say that u is a result of a computation if the machine stops in an 
accepting state with u on the first tape after data tapes. 
DEFINITION 5.4. We say that g E STMSPACE(f(n)) if g can be com- 
puted by a STM which uses on the nondata tapes words of the length not 
greater thanf(n) + c, where c is a constant and n denotes the length of the 
largest argument. By STMSPACE,,(f(n)) we denote the same class with 
the additional assumption that the machines use the alphabet Zk, only. 
Let us note that if f is greater than each linear function then 
STMSPACE(f(n)) = SPACE(f(n)). By introducing the classes 
STMSPACE(...) we alleviate nasty problems connected with the arity of 
functions. A use of composition and bounded recursion also becomes 
easier. 
THEOREM 5.5. For each k>2 
&“O(C,) E 9 * STMSPACE,,(n) G d’(C, + ,) YC,. 
Proof: First we prove that J?‘(Z,) G 9’ * STMSPACE,,(n) by induction 
on the complexity of functions from &“(C,). Clearly initial functions 
of a”(&) belong to 9’ * STMSPACE,,(n). It is also clear that 
9 * STMSPACE,,(n) is closed under composition. So let a function f be 
obtained from functions g, h, I by b.w.r. (2.1). Let 6 be a string w , , 
wz,..., w,,. We construct a machine M computing f(w, u). First of all M 
computes g(w) and puts the result on the tape t,,+ 3. During this com- 
putation the tapes t,,, , and t,,+ z are ignored. By the induction hypothesis 
it can be done by a machine from 9 * STMSPACE,,(n). In the next stages 
of computation the tape t,,+Z is used to store a word z A i, a prefix of u, for 
which j’(G, z) have already been computed and stored in t, + ). After exiting 
the initial stage of computation described above M executes several cycles. 
In each cycle A4 computes h(+, z, a) where z and a are the contents of t,,+* 
and tn+3, respectively, at the beginning of the cycle. After that the word 
from tn+* is appended by a next symbol from u. If there are no more sym- 
bols in u then the computation should be interrupted and the result is 
copied from t,+ 3 to t, + 2. Then M stops. 
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It is easy to see that the whole time of execution remains polynomial and 
that the space used is n plus a constant. 
Now we start to prove that 9 + STMSPACE,,(~)S e”(Zk+ ,)/‘C,. Let 
f~ 9 * STMSPACE,,(n) and A4 be the corresponding machine. We may 
assume that M computes fin n’ steps using at most n + c cells on each tape. 
To make notation clear let $ E Z;;k + ,\C,. We define description words 
(d.w.), each of them describes: 
(a) a content of the active tape, 
(b) positions of all heads, 
(c) a state of M. 
If the largest argument has the length n then the corresponding d.w.‘s have 
the length nongreater than n + c plus some constant depending on M. 
Despite the symbols denoting positions of the heads and a state of M, a 
d.w. is essentially the content of the active tape followed by a string of l’s 
long enough so that the length of the resulting word is n + c. 
The following strings are used to encode aditional information: $$$ 
stands for the end mark, 
$$I l... 1$ 
p times 
$$I1 ... l$ 
v times 
stands for the head oft,, 
stands for the qth state of M. 
lf w is a d.w. then each of the above subwords occurs in w at most once, so 
1 w ) <n + c + c’ where c’ is some constant. Each of the above strings is 
called a special subword. Each special subword contains exactly three 
characters $, so all special subwords can be easily detected if we read a d.w. 
systematically from the left to the right. 
If w is a d.w. then by w’ we denote a word obtained from w by removing 
all special subwords. So far we know only how w’ is constructed. So we 
establish that: 
(i) $$$ marks the end of w’, 
(ii) if 
$$ll~..l$ stands right after the m th character of w’ 
p times 
then it means that the head of tp stands at the mth cell, 
(iii) at the end of w there is exactly one special subword denoting a 
state of the machine. 
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Note that if during an execution step the active tape is not changed then 
a new d.w. can be obtained as a value of b’(C, + ,) function from the old 
d.w. and the contents of inactive tapes. Now let us assume that this 
b”(Ck+ ,) function may be arbitrary. At a first look it seems that such an 
assumption makes the machines stronger. We prove that they are still in 
b”(Ck+ i). This assumption is very helpful for clarifying the inductive proof 
of the inclusion 9 * STMSPACE,,(n) c &‘(C,+ ,). 
Let M use p tapes. Let F,(u, ,..., u,- 1, w) be equal to a d.w. after perfor- 
ming one step of M if M does not change the active tape t, in this step, 
Ul >..., U pi I denote contents of t, ,..., t,- , and w denote the previous d.w. If 
M wants to change the active tape then we put F,(u,,..., u,~ ,, w) = w. Of 
course F, E b’(Z, + i ). N ow we consider how many steps M can do without 
changing the active tape. It does not exceed the total time of the work i.e., 
n’. Hence to find the last d.w. before changing the active tape it suffices to 
iterate the function F, exactly n’ times. But the largest word we can have 
has the length n plus a constant so a straightforward recursion cannot be 
used. We define 
T,(u, ,..., up- 1, w, 8) = w, 
T,(u I,..., Up-,,W,Zh.)=F,(u,,...,u,~,, Tl(Ulr...,Up-lIrWA) 
for each character a. 
Because each value of T, is a d.w. so T,(u, ,..., up-i, w, z) has the length 
not greater than the length of w plus the number of states of M. Hence 
T, E dO(Z, + i). Let v be a word of the length n which is in our disposal. Let 
F,(u ,,..., up- ,, w)= T,(u ,,..., up-,, w, v). So F,(u ,,..., up-,, w) is a d.w. 
after n steps of computation. Similarly we define 
T,(u,,..., up-,, w, E)=w, 
Tdu,, . . . . ~~-,r~,z~a)=F,(u,,...,u,-,, T~(u,,...,u~~,,w,z)), 
and 
F,(u, ,..., y-1, w) = TAu, ,..., q-1, w, VI. 
F2 computes a d.w. after n2 steps of computation of M. Repeating this 
construction 1 times we define F, which computes a d.w. after n’ steps of 
computation of M. 
If t, was the only nondata tape then we can easily retrieve the result of a 
computation from F, applied to the initial d.w. If not then using the 
function F, we can replace A4 by some machine M’ computing the same 
function, but using only tapes t, ,..., t,- 1. M’ works exactly like M except 
the case when t, becomes active. In this case M’ uses the function F, to 
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determine the d.w. in a moment when rp-, becomes active again. The 
machine M’ in one step changes its conliguration to the configuration 
determined with a help of F,. It is legitimate since F, belongs to &‘(Zk + ,). 
Finally after several such reductions we can replace M by a machine using 
only one nondata tape for which the theorem follows from the above con- 
siderations. 1 
The next theorem is a version of Theorem 2.4 for the STMSPACE( ... ) 
classes. 
THEOREM 5.6. If for some k > 2 
9 * STMSPACEzk(~) = (9 * STMSPACEzk+,(n)) r,Yk 
then for each 12 2 
(9 * STMSPACE=,(n))* = (9 * LINSPACErZJ*. 
The proof of Theorem 5.6 is similar to that of Theorem 2.4 but is more 
complicated technically. We only sketch ideas in more difftcult points. 
First, we must write a new version of Lemma 3.6. 
DEFINITION 5.7. Let Y# be the least class of functions on nonnegative 
integers which contains the initial functions of 2’ and is closed under com- 
position and the following simultaneous bounded recursion schema: 
functions f, ,...,fr are obtained from functions gi ,..., gr, hl ,..., hr if 
for all .<, y we have 
LEMMA 5.8. !J’i(T#) = 9 * STMSPACEzh(n) for k > 2. 
The proof of Lemma 5.8 is based on the same idea as the proof of 
Theorem 5.5 so we omit it. For the rest of the proof of Theorem 5.6 we 
only indicate that a class 2# p analogous to 9 r should be delined and 
then a moditied version of Lemma 3.9, in which 2 1 is replaced by 2’ r, 
should be proved. Finally, using the assumption of Theorem 5.6 we obtain 
9: = Yi, so Lemma 3.6 gives &‘(,Z& = &Yr(,Z’J* and by Theorems 5.5 
and 2.3 we have (9 * STMSPACEzk(n))* = (9 * LINSPACE rZk)* for 
every k > 2. 
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